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Wow, I have not seen this anti-Ukrainian video by Navalny
before. Thank you @motytchak for noticing. The video is
obvious from after 2019 (Zelensky is a president already). It is
worth to translate it in whole.  
Navalny: "Ukraine is amazing country, but"/1
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"Ukraine is more corrupt than Russia. Despite the fantastic level of corruption here.

(Ukrainian) oligarchs control the most part of economy. Some filthy clans, the whole

Ukrainian elite... ok, not the whole but 95%, is a bunch of crooked scoundrels"/2
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• • •

"any Russian crooked scoundrel is nothing compared to them. We at least have people who

are not connected to each other. Who are in a fight. For example we and Putin. We don't see

them, we do not interact, do no talk. But in the Ukraine (na Ukraine)..."/3
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"...in the Ukraine (na Ukraine) everything is intertwined, everyone forges new alliances daily,

totally rejecting any political principles." 

Wow, it was strong. And a part of BOTH all-Russian anti-Ukrainian and Western "Ukraine is

corrupt" narratives /4
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If Ukraine was "corrupt" in reality, is visible now, as Ukraine is provenly the most efficient

military power in Europe - and we know, effective use of military force is impossible amid

corruption AND lack of resources (and Ukraine has way less resources compared to Russia).

A standard, but unfortunately necessary disclaimer: Navalny is a prisoner of conscience who

was arrested and charged against any law, and is obviously subject of torture by Russian

dictatorial state, and as a personal enemy of Putin. What happed to him is a crime. He must

be free

Navalny was also put (acc. to his team, and we do not have any reason not to trust them in

this case) to a top-security cell with the official (!) name "punishment isolator" (SHtrafnoi

IZOlyator, SHIZO) yesterday. It is a clear torture and must stop, exactly as his

imprisonment.




